
Welcome
Toronto Pearson Connects:
Conversations about our future

Please sit where you like
We will get started at 6:30 pm



Peter MacLeod, Moderator



Ensure everyone feels heard

Make this a productive conversation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-ensure everyone feels heard within the 2 hours we have-make sure each of you has the chance to get questions answered and to give Toronto Pearson the benefit of your experience and perspectives-I’m supported tonight by a team of table facilitators, in blue.-As well as a number of Toronto Pearson Staff here able to answer those technical questions that may have brought you here.



We’re calling this a workshop because you 
will be working with others to help shape 
our growth plan, as well as our approach to 
managing and mitigating noise…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-We’re going to be creating a lot of bandwidth for conversation at your tables - so we hope you’re ready to lend a hand.



This is our fourth of five workshops we’re 
hosting over three weeks…

Thursday, June 22
North of the airport
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Peel Art Gallery Museum & Archives
9 Wellington Street East
Brampton, ON L6W 1Y1

Thursday, July 6
West of the airport
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Harbour Banquet & Conference Centre
Bronte Room
2340 Ontario Street
Oakville, ON L6L 6P7

Tuesday, July 4
Central
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Mississauga Living Art Centre
4141 Living Arts Drive
Mississauga, ON L5B 4B8

Tuesday, June 20
East of the airport
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Ismaili Centre
49 Wynford Drive
North York, ON M3C 1K1

Tuesday, July 11
South of the Airport
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
The Toronto Congress Centre
650 Dixon Road
Toronto, ON  M9W 1J1

Wednesday, June 28 RESCHEDULED
South of the Airport
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
The Assembly Hall
1 Colonel Samuel Smith Park Drive 
Etobicoke, ON M8V 4B6



We’ve heard a lot already.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-We’re going to be creating a lot of bandwidth for conversation at your tables - so we hope you’re ready to lend a hand.



This is one of several initiatives we have 
underway this summer to hear from residents 
about airport growth and airplane noise.

Residents’ 
Reference 

Panel

Survey on 
Noise 

Fairness
& Airport 
Growth

25+ summer 
events

Public 
Workshops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And one of several initiatives we have underway this summer to hear from residents. Along with these public workshops, we are also encouraging residents to complete our survey on nose fairness and airport growth, which 1800 people have already completed.We’ve convened a special residents reference panel. Which I’ll say more about in a moment.And we’re also out speaking to residents at over 25 summer events



Meet the members of the Reference Panel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are our 36 volunteers who are meeting this spring, summer, and fall. I know a few members are here today - could you give a little wave?



Volunteers who represent the perspectives of 
communities across the GTA

36 members randomly selected to match 
demographics of the region with 24 members living 
near the airport and its flight paths

4 Saturdays + Public workshops to advise 
Pearson on growth and noise management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 36 members selected to match our region’s demographics, with 2/3 of members coming from neighbourhoods that are strongly impacted by aircraft noise. They are meeting for four full day meetings to develop a set of recommendations for Toronto Pearson about how to manage airport growth and will be producing a report this fall. Other representatives here today:CENAC members - Community Environment and Noise Advisory Committee



October

Winter 2018

What happens next

Fall/Winter 2017

September: • GTAA Noise Management Benchmarking and Best Practices 
study released

• Release of NAV CANADA Third Party Airspace Review

• Reference Panel Recommendations, Survey Results & Workshop 
Results Released

• Completion of Technical Analysis on 6 Ideas

• A series of public consultations for residents feedback on noise 
study findings  

• Action Plan based on community feedback released, 
including phased implementation plan of measures

July: 
• Workshops “Conversations about our future”
• Survey on Noise Fairness and Airport Growth until July 31
• Community events

August: • Community events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Talk through noise stepsMention this spring’s runway construction.In retrospect, we understand that we didn’t do enough to notify neighbouring residents of the potential impact of construction. We are creating a new Construction Communications Protocol to ensure that residents are fully informed before and during major construction projects.Your advice about how we can better address these issues going forward is welcome.



Tonight

1.Start with a 30 minute presentation about growth plans 
and noise management at Pearson

2. Join a 45 minute conversation at each table

3.Report back and open mic for the final 30 minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TonightStart with a 30 minute presentation about growth plans and noise management at PearsonThe in order to create as much space for conversation, we’re going to go straight into a 1 hour conversation at each table, with Airport staff circulating to answer questions.Then report back and open mic for the final 30 minutes - opportunity to share your reflections with everyone. 



Our discussion questions
1. What are the benefits and drawbacks of Pearson's growth?
2. What steps would you like to see the GTAA take to:

• provide new transit options for the airport and region 
• engage and inform residents about its operations

• strengthen its commitment to the environment.

3. How would you propose to address the concerns of residents 
who are adversely impacted by airplane noise?

4. From among the items you’ve discussed, what are the top 
three measures Pearson could take to ensure that it grows 
responsibly?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Four discussion questions to guide our conversations tonight. Feel free to take some notes - questions you’d like clarified , things you’d like to discuss further.



Eileen Waechter

Director, Corporate Relations and Strategic 
Partnerships
Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA)



Our vision is to be the best 
airport in the world. 
Making a difference, 

connecting the world.

Global demand 
for air travel  

requires growth at 
Toronto Pearson 

You are part of the 
conversation on how 

we can grow 
responsibly

20-year 
Master Plan 

to guide 
our growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone. I’d like to start by speaking a bit about our vision. We want to be the best airport in the world. This means a lot of things, but chief among them is that we must grow responsibly and sustainably in response to the region's demand for aviation services.We regularly look ahead over a longer term horizon - 20 years - and develop a masterplan to guide our growth. Every 10 years an update of this masterplan is tabled with Transport Canada. And right now we’re in the process of updating this master plan. These Conversations about Growth that we’re hosting today are part of our effort to meet with residents, share our thinking, and describe some of the growth pressures we face… we want to grow responsibly. This means taking advantage of the economic opportunity that comes with greater global connectivity while actively managing and reducing where possible the impact of our operations on residents.  



We’re asking ourselves:
How can we grow responsibly?

How can we reflect the priorities of 
our neighbours and our region?

Our neighbours
have priorities; these 
need to be reflected
in our growth plans

By taking part in
this meeting, you’re 
contributing to our 
master plan update 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So working to reflect the priorities of our neighbours and our region is something that is of vital importance to us.But we’re paying special attention at this moment because we’re updating our masterplan, which looks out 20 years into the future.We’re also looking forward to the results of several noise studies.  



Overview
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Why are we growing?

Growing responsibly

A day at Pearson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to give you a quick overview of Toronto Pearson, explain a bit about why we’re seeing the growth that we’re seeing, and then discuss how we’re working to grow responsibly.



Toronto Pearson

Our lease requires that
we manage a First class, major                                                                                              

international airport that meets

No taxpayer
subsidies to fund    

operations or 
development
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Managed and operated by the 
not-for-profit GTAA since 1996 

the demands for capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So first off, what is the GTAA? Well, the GTAA is the airport operator. We are a non-for-profit entity.Our lease requires that we welcome flights and make plans to meet aviation demand.No taxpayer subsidies fund the airport’s operator or development.



An average day at Toronto Pearson

1,250
aircraft movements

1,233
tonnes of cargo

50
night flights

18
cargo flights

120,000
passengers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what an average day at Toronto Pearson looks like.I should note that being a safe and secure airport is the GTAA’s highest priority. In 2016, over 44 million people passed through our doors, and it is important that each passenger, customer, employee and visitor arrives home safely at the end of the day.As Toronto Pearson employees, we are entrusted with the safety of our passengers, our customers and one another. No matter what other duties we may have, nothing is more important than that. While the airport community is charged with getting passengers to their ultimate destination, each day each of us must focus on getting ourselves and our passengers home to our families.As delegated by the GTAA’s Board of Directors, the Board’s Risk Oversight Committee oversees the GTAA’s safety and security program at Toronto Pearson. Our management team, in turn, is responsible for ensuring that such policies and programs meet legislative and regulatory requirements and best practices. Implementation of our Safety Strategy is primarily the responsibility of our Vice President of Governance, Corporate Safety and Security, and our team of executives and managers are accountable for the adoption of all applicable safety policies, programs, practices and training.Highlights:We continue to strive towards our vision of zero injuries by improving how we are communicating safety messaging, providing training, and enabling the reporting and management of safety concerns. Remaining connected with the Toronto Pearson employer community is vital and an area of focus.Our Toronto Pearson Safety Index score improved by 7.78% in 2016 over 2015. Moreover, participating in the Safety Index used to be only GTAA employees. We’ve now expanded that to 27,000 employees working for 70 employers on airport grounds.



Growth story

1970s 1990s 2016
10.5 million 21 million 44.3 million
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that’s what we do on a daily basis. Here’s what our annual growth looks like over time.



Passenger growth and aircraft movements

2016
44 million

Passengers

2016
456,000

Movements
2.7%

8.0%
2015
41 million

2015
444,000
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And these are our most recent full-year statistics: 2016 versus 2015.It is important to note that movements are not growing at the same rate as passenger traffic; that is because airlines are introducing bigger planes that carry more passengers. We expect to see this trend continue. 



Aviation demand growth (2015–2040)

Source: ACI World (2016)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, why are we growing? Well, you can see that this growth is part of a global trend that is expected to continue well into the future. Note: 2016 worldwide airport passenger traffic was 7.67 billion according to preliminary statistics from Airports Council International.



$1.0 Trillion
Ontario GDP in 2043
(25.3% growth)

~15.5 Million
Population in 2043
(10.9% growth)

Ontario accounts
for 39.4% of the 

national 
economy

The Southern Ontario region is a key place 
for people to live, work, play and invest 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the growth in aviation demand here in Ontario is a response to a strong and growing local economy and a growing local population.So what are the reasons for this growth?  Well, the first is that we’re not operating in a bubble. Our growth is part and parcel of the worldwide trend I just spoke about.Second, Ontario accounts for an impressive 39.4% of the national economy … we’re home to 28 post-secondary institutions and several Fortune 500 companies … and we have the second largest concentration of tech companies in North America, behind Silicon Valley. �



NYC
(128 M)

Chicago O’Hare
(125 M)

Los Angeles
(59 M)

Toronto Pearson is Canada’s and North America’s 
natural gateway to the world

Toronto Pearson 
(>150M)
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We have the largest two-hour flight 
Catchment area in North America

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And for Toronto Pearson specifically, our catchment area comes into play when we talk about growth.Airports measure the number of potential passengers they can attract by calculating what is called a “catchment area”—picture two rings around the airport, with one extending out to any location within a 90 minute drive and the other extending out to any location within a two-hour flight. The people within these rings are the air travelers we could potentially attract. Toronto Pearson has the largest two-hour flight catchment area in all of North America.  This has certainly helped our growth to date and signals that future growth is on the horizon.



Toronto Pearson 2037

80 million
passengers at Toronto Pearson

900,000 
tonnes of cargo 

610,000 
aircraft movements 
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2037

44.3 million
passengers at Toronto Pearson

450,000 
tonnes of cargo 

456,000 
aircraft movements 

24

2016

Toronto Pearson in 2037

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does that future growth look like?Toronto Pearson’s anticipated growth in 20 years:80 million from the current 44.3 million900,000 tonnes of cargo from the current 450,000 tonnes610,000 aircraft movements (610,000)



2037 Today

6.3%

jobs332,000

of global economies67%

of Ontario’s GDP ($42 B)

of Ontario’s GDP8.5%

jobs700,000

of global economies 80%+
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Economic benefits of growth  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important to note that as Toronto Pearson grows, the benefits that it provides to the province grow in step. 
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Planning for growth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But to fully realize these benefits it’s important to plan for growth, and to do this in a way that takes into account not just the airport, but our neighbours as well, we need your help. Let me tell you a bit about our master plan:Essentially it is a long range roadmap of how to accommodate growthWhile a summary master plan document has a series of chapters, it essentially boils down to these main areas:Growth story – what is our best view of the growth in aviation demand generated by the regionInfrastructure plan – what is our best view of the required infrastructure – terminal, airside, groundside - to address that growthLand use plan – how do we propose to allocate the airport lands to various uses (terminals, airside, groundside, stormwater facilities, hangars, flight kitchens, cargo warehouses etc…….)Environmental impact and mitigation – what is our best view of the related environmental impacts and what is our plan to mitigate them



Airport Development Plan

To accommodate growth:
• Phased terminal expansion 

including additional gates, more 
baggage capacity

• Eventual single contiguous 
terminal

• Addition of passenger 
processing centre, linked to 
terminal buildings

Current runways and airspace 
can safely accommodate 

expected growth in aircraft 
movements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Long range infrastructure plan represents a roadmap to accommodate growthIt is designed to be flexible, to adapt to changing conditions, such as rate of growth or the characteristics of that growthAirsidethe areas show in blue denote the airfield operating areas – where aircraft land and takeoffit is not anticipated that an additional runway will be required�(while in the previous master plan, another east-west runway was contemplated to support what at the time was thought to be maximum growth of 55 to 60 million passengers, given the increased proportion of international traffic and widebody aircraft, and increased density of all aircraft (pax per aircraft), another east-west runway is no longer contemplated within the horizon of this master plan horizon)the plan under development does contemplate additional aircraft de-icing facilities, in the yellow midfield areaTerminals and ApronWe will need to expand over time the facilities to park aircraft and for passengers and baggage to be processed (screened, loaded, unloaded, go through customs)The plan under development contemplates modular/phased expansion of terminals and concourses, with a potential end state of a single contiguous terminal facility. Terminal 1 would grow in staged expansion by adding piers to the East of existing Pier F, while Terminal 3 will grow in North/West direction into lands currently occupied by hangars and cargo which will need to be relocated to other airport lands. The potential for developing passenger terminal in the midfield area may be required further out but this is not currently anticipated to be necessary within the next 20 years�(this is why a portion of the midfield is shown as cross-hatched)GroundsideFinally, the plan under development has identified ground access as a key area of concernA Regional Transit Center to be located on the lands shown in purple will enable an increase in transit mode share and will also serve as a regional transit hubAdditional passenger terminal facilities would be integrated within the Regional Transit Centre Why no need for additional runways?Aircraft getting largerFlights fullervalleys of lower traffic periods to fill, not necessarily increase in hourly movements



Supporting regional growth: 
Southern Ontario Airport Network 

Windsor

London

Waterloo

Hamilton

Niagara District

Toronto Pearson

Kingston

Billy Bishop

Oshawa

Peterborough

Pickering

Lake Simcoe Reg.

• Airports within the region will have an increasingly important role to play as 
Southern Ontario and the demand for air services continues to grow

• Efficient ground transportation is needed to connect the airports in this 
network which will reduce road congestion and support the movement of 
goods and people

2017: 
49 million 

passengers

2035:
110 million 
passengers 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As air traffic demand grows, we’re working with regional partners to address the demand. Over the past two years, a group of 11 commercial airports in Southern Ontario have come together to understand the overall air service needs of the region and how each airport – given its strengths, capabilities, community support and capacity – can support local economic development and the competitiveness of the region as a whole. Southern Ontario is fortunate. It already has an airports infrastructure and land designated for an airport it can rely on to support the upcoming growth. When you look at the regions airports as a group, there are substantial assets capable of catering to the many demands of the region. Understanding what role each airport can play within this network will allow the regions airports to remain facilitators to economic development and growth for the region and their communities.



Growing responsibly
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Transit

Environment

Noise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned off the top, one of our priorities is to ensure that we’re meeting this demand responsibly. Three of the ways we’re doing this is through improving transit options, keeping environmental sustainability top of mind in everything we do and working with the community and other stakeholders to manage noise impacts.



Congestion is increasing

1 million car trips every day

Driving times to 
Toronto Pearson 

are expected to rise 
by an average of 

30% in the next 20 
years

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s start with transit.A recent study by a non-partisan research organization, the NEPTIS Foundation, showed that the AEZ accounts for about 1 million car trips per day—and less than 10 per cent of trips into and out of the AEZ are by transit.  As the region grows, congestion on our roads is reaching critical levels, affecting access to the airport area for employees, passengers and the movement of cargo exports to and from the airport. 



Transit mode share

36%

10% of passengers 
at YYZ take 
public transit

London 
Heathrow

50%
Hong Kong

40%
Amsterdam
Schiphol

60%
Shanghai
Pudong
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see here that quite frankly, we’re behind other major world economies in terms of the transit options we’re providing to and from the airport. 



Connecting our region

Kipling

UP Airport express

Renforth

Weston
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Toronto Pearson is committed to building a Regional Transit Centre that could 
serve as the GTHA’s second mobility hub and transform the region

Connecting our region

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toronto Pearson is proposing a regional transit centre to be build on airport grounds. The transit centre could link to the Eglinton Crosstown West LRT; Mississauga Bus Rapid Transit; Finch West LRT; Regional Express Rail on the Kitchener line; and the Province of Ontario's High-Speed Rail concept.And this is what we envision the Regional Transit Centre looking like.  The airport’s future growth requires it to build additional passenger and baggage processing in a new location so it can allow for more aircraft parking and an expanded concourse area, where processing is currently taking place, so the transit centre would also take care of this issue as well.  The transit centre would be developed in stages to accommodate growth. The GTAA would be building it, with the first phase ready for the mid-2020s, and we would look to all levels of government to partner and plan to build transit lines connecting to the facility.



Cynthia Woods

Manager, Noise Management Office
Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA)



Environmental sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toronto Pearson the first airport in North America to have an environmental management system certified to the ISO 14001 standard.   Our management system focuses on three areas: Climate Change, healthy environment and resources.  Under climate change we are concerned with emissions at the airport, such as those that would be reduced by the transit centre Healthy environment involves managing and measuring air and water quality  And under resources we are looking at the materials we use and preparing the airport for the proposed by the province's Zero Waste Ontario Act.  



5

NAV CANADA
• Air navigation provider in Canada, responsible for safe & 

efficient movement of aircraft 
• Designs and publishes network of air routes according to 

Transport Canada design criteria
• Assigns runways at Toronto Pearson considering winds, 

weather, capacity and preferential runway system 

Airlines
• Responsible for conducting operations in 

accordance with: Transport Canada regulations, 
Airport Noise Operating Restrictions, Noise 
Abatement procedures

Noise Management
Who Does What?

Transport Canada
• Regulator for aviation in Canada
• Establishes flight path design criteria & land 

use guidelines based on noise exposure
• Enforces Noise Abatement procedures & 

Noise Operating Restrictions
• Approves proposed changes to Noise 

Abatement Procedures & Noise Operating 
Restrictions put forward by GTAA

• Audits Toronto Pearson Night Flight 
program

Greater Toronto Airports Authority
• Operator and manager of Toronto 

Pearson
• Develops & manages: Noise Management 

Program, and explores new opportunities 
for noise mitigation

• Noise Management Office  and 
Enforcement Office

• Supports CENAC and Technical  Noise 
Working Group

NAV CANADA
• Air navigation provider in Canada, responsible 

for safe & efficient movement of aircraft 
• Designs and publishes network of air routes 

according to Transport Canada design criteria
• Assigns runways at Toronto Pearson 

considering winds, weather, capacity and 
preferential runway system 

Airlines
• Responsible for conducting operations 

in accordance with: Transport Canada 
regulations, Airport Noise Operating 
Restrictions, Noise Abatement 
procedures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on to Noise ManagementThe next two slides review the players in Noise Management at Toronto Pearson and what their roles are.



Community Members
• Community members play an active role in 

noise management by participating in: 
consultations, CENAC meetings, and 
providing feedback about aircraft noise. It is 
this feedback that has informed many of 
the noise studies underway

Community Environment Noise 
Advisory Committee (CENAC)
• Advises the GTAA on noise 

management and environmental 
policies

• Comprised of elected officials and 
residents from the cities of Brampton, 
Mississauga and Toronto as well as the 
Regions of Halton, York and Durham

• Technical members include: 
acoustician, Transport Canada, NAV 
CANADA, GTAA, National Airlines 
Council of Canada

• Meets five times per year, open to 
members of public

Technical Noise Working Group
• Comprised of airport and aviation 

stakeholders:  GTAA, Transport 
Canada, airlines, NAV CANADA

• Discusses technical viability of 
noise mitigation initiatives and 
noise complaint trends

Noise management
Who Does What?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Noise Management program is based on the International Civil Aviation Organization’s “balanced approach to Noise Management. The Noise Operating Restrictions include:The Night Flight Restriction Program  which refers to managing the total number of nighttime flights to remain within an annual budget which is audited by Transport CanadaRestrictions on the duration and location of engine run ups, the Preferential Runway system runways during the nighttime hours that have been identified as having the least impact on communities.2. Noise Abatement procedures Pilots flying into or out of Toronto Pearson are required to comply with Noise abatement procedures which have been designed to minimize noise impacts. 3We work with municipalities to restrict residential development in higher noise impacted areas through land use planning4. We have an Enforcement office to monitor compliance of the noise operating and noise abatement procedures5. A dedicated noise management office to respond to questions and concerns about aircraft noise6 In addition to CENAC meetings, we hold community outreach sessions in communities where noise is a concern as well as participate in events throughout the community



Noise Experiences

Noise Impacts/Experiences:
• Low and loud: areas under a flight path and closest to the airport
• High traffic levels: areas under heavily used concentrated flight paths 

such as downwind
• New noise: change in flight paths
• Nighttime noise: areas under flight paths used during the overnight 

period.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve identified four main categories of noise experience, which is how people are impacted by aircraft noise.Keep in mind that depending on where people live, they could be could be exposed to more than one typeLow and loud: areas under a flight path and closest to the airportHigh traffic levels: areas under heavily used concentrated flight paths such as downwindNew noise: areas affected by a change in flight paths resulting in noise where it didn’t previously existNighttime noise: areas under flight paths used during the overnight period.



Community suggestions

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community is looking for noise mitigation beyond the Noise Management Program. There are three studies underway that are looking at a number of suggestions put forth by the community.



Three Noise Studies
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The three ongoing studies are:

• GTAA & NAV CANADA’s Toronto Noise Mitigation 
Initiatives (The 6 Ideas)

• NAV CANADA's Independent Toronto Airspace 
Noise Review

• GTAA’s Noise Management Benchmarking Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the studies.the Toronto Noise Mitigation Initiatives or ‘the six ideas’The GTAA and NAV CANADA are looking at six ideas for noise mitigation based on some of the feedback we heard from the community.In addition to this study, NAV CANADA and the GTAA are separately pursuing best practices studies that are looking for further opportunities for noise mitigation.NAV CANADA’s Independent Toronto Airspace Noise Review And the GTAA’s Noise Management Benchmarking Study



September October Winter 2018

What happens next

November

GTAA Noise Management 
Benchmarking and Best 
Practices Study Released

Release of NAV CANADA 
Third Party Airspace 
Review

Reference Panel 
Recommendations, 
Survey Results, and
Workshop Results 
Released

Completion of technical 
analysis on 6 Ideas

A series of public 
consultations for 
residents feedback on 
noise study findings 

Action Plan based on 
community feedback 

released, including phased 
implementation plan 

of measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So…what happens next…In the fall a number of things will come together.We’ll have the results from noise studies, the survey on Noise Fairness and Airport Growth , feedback from the public workshops as well as the recommendations of the Residents reference panelIn November we will launch into a series of public consultations looking for feedback from residents on the noise study findings. And next winter, we’ll develop an implementation plan for any of the noise mitigation measures that will be pursued.



Our discussion questions
1. What are the benefits and drawbacks of Pearson's growth?
2. What steps would you like to see the GTAA take to:

• provide new transit options for the airport and region 
• engage and inform residents about its operations

• strengthen its commitment to the environment.

3. How would you propose to address the concerns of residents 
who are adversely impacted by airplane noise?

4. From among the items you’ve discussed, what are the top 
three measures Pearson could take to ensure that it grows 
responsibly?



Thank you for coming

For more information, to sign up to receive updates, and to fill our 
noise fairness survey, please visit: 

torontopearson.com/conversations

http://torontopearson.com/conversations
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